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[Verse 1 (Ripper)]
Broken down and oppressed by the secrets
A prisoner of yourself
Secrets hidden in an enigmatic temple
A pain that you never release

[Bridge 1 (Ripper)]
In a moment a fusion of emotions
Can make you stronger than fear
Letting you say what's on your mind

[Chorus (Ripper)]
Stare at yourself
The power can be found
Make a wish
Straight to the skyline
Make your dreams come true
The best bet is yourself

[Young Master]
Living in sorrow
I never know if
What I'm saying, is what I believe in
Ain't I fighting
For ideas
I don't believe in?

Living in sorrow
I never know if
What I'm saying is a truth I can believe in
Ain't I fighting
For ideas
I don't believe in?

I have the need to know what is wrong
Have I been judging what they have been thought?
Come together, let's change it all

[Chorus (Ripper)]

[Young Master]
Feeling stronger to throw away
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The secrets hidden in my world of pain
Feeling stronger to throw away
The world of ideas they put me in

[Epilogue (Young Master)]
Can't we live in together?
As we think it's right?
I don't want to hurt your freedom
- I will live free -
So don't try to hurt mine
- On and on -
I don't want to change your world
So don't try to change mine
Why I have to follow your path
- I will live free -
If having my own way
Is nice to me
- I will live free -
Stare at yourself, stare at yourself
Stare at yourself, and find yourself
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